MATERIALS:

This product is designed to withstand loading in non-deliberate and incidental traffic and are not to be installed in the roadway. Meter boxes shall be black and constructed of modified polyethylene material for maximum durability and corrosion resistance. The black material shall be uniform throughout the meter box for maximum longevity and not have a foaming agent that creates air pockets within the plastic wall.

VERTICAL AND LATERAL LOAD RATING:

- Compliant with American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, design load of H-10, American Society for Testing and Materials standard C417-95, design load of A-8, 8,000 lbs, transferred through a 10" by 10" steel plate centered in the cover and body.
- Compliant with American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, design load of H-20, American Society for Testing and Materials standard C857-95, design load of A-16, 18,000 lbs, transferred through a 10" by 20" steel plate centered in the cover and body.
- This product is designed to withstand H-10 and H-20 loading in non-deliberate or incidental traffic areas, not intended to be installed in roadways.

POLYMER AMR/AMI LID WITH REBAR:

- The polymer lid shall be solid through with two 1/2" rebar molded in the lid for locatability.
- The polymer lid shall have a molded key hole and molded lock options underneath lid for placement of optional security locking mechanism.
- The polymer lid shall seat securely and evenly inside the meter box and shall not overlap the top edge of the meter box.
- The polymer lid shall have two molded slide mount brackets for placement of automatic meter reading/automatic meter infrastructure device.
- The polymer lid shall have molded tread—pattern for skid resistance—tread dimensions shall be 0.188" by 0.320" by 0.150" deep.
- The polymer lid shall have "water meter" molded into the lid—font shall be standard computer—numerical—control font with 1" characters by 0.150" deep.
- The polymer lid shall retrofit existing concrete meter boxes with similar dimensions and be able to adjust in the field.
- The polymer lid shall be recycled with a minimum of 50% post consumer recycled and 50% post industrial/pre-consumer recycled content—verified with a LEED product certification marking.

POLYMER BODY:

- The polymer body shall be black and have a minimum 3/8" wall thickness.
- The two polymer bodies shall be bolted and sealed together to form one unit at 23" deep.
- The polymer body shall have a minimum inside working area of 16 5/16" by 31 3/4".
- The polymer body shall have crush resistant ribbing along the outside of the box.
- The polymer body shall have a flange around the lid opening to help prevent settling andزيد in the adjustment to grade.
- The polymer body shall have one pipe slot cut out on one end and two on other side of the body that measure 3" by 4".
- The polymer body shall be recycled with a minimum of 35% post industrial/pre-consumer recycled content—verified with a LEED product certification marking.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. CONTRACTOR BID JOBS. METER BOXES TO BE SET BY THE CITY OF RIO RANCHO UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
2. DIMENSIONS ± 1/3", UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
3. WALL THICKNESS 3/8" ± 5%
4. SNAP LOCK POCKET WILL RECEIVE AUTOMATIC METER READING/AUTOMATIC METER INFRASTRUCTURE DEVICE ENCODER/RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER.
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